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About Homeless Action Scotland 
 
Homeless Action Scotland is the national membership body in Scotland for organisations 
and individuals tackling homelessness. Our members include voluntary sector providers, 
housing associations, local authorities (LAs), academics and other professionals involved in 
homelessness prevention and alleviation. 
  
We have been in existence for almost forty years. During that period Homeless Action 
Scotland (formerly Scottish Council for Single Homeless) has evolved from a volunteer based 
organisation focused on ending the provision of traditional night shelters to a professional 
staffed membership organisation – part of the ‘second tier’ of voluntary sector bodies. 
Historically, SCSH focused on single people but now as Homeless Action Scotland seeks to 
cover all issues relating to homelessness in Scotland. 
 
Homeless Action Scotland exists to highlight the needs of homeless people and offer 
practical ideas and information to tackle homelessness. To do this, we work closely with our 
membership which includes local authorities, voluntary organisations, housing associations, 
health bodies, academics and individuals. 
 
Sharing the knowledge and experience of our members is a key role for Homeless Action 
Scotland. We seek to disseminate relevant information quickly and effectively through our 
monthly newsletter and our websitei. Our events programme ranges from our highly 
successful National Homelessness Conference which can attract over 150 delegates each 
year to smaller information meetings, briefings and consultations covering a wide variety of 
topics. 
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Introduction & Methodology 
 

In early 2013 Homeless Action Scotland distributed an online survey of 30 questions (see 
Annex 1) to over 800 contacts working in the field of housing and homelessness in order to 
gain a snapshot of youth homelessness services across Scotland. The survey focused on the 
key areas of profile, causes, needs, rough sleeping, prevention, accommodation, moving on, 
and welfare reform. Where possible, precise figures were requested, however evidence-
based estimates were also acceptable where specific numbers were not available or where 
figures had yet to be collated. The period the survey covers is from April 2012 - December 
2012. The start point was chosen as it marked the beginning of some of the biggest changes 
in welfare reform; the end of the survey period allows for significant evidence to have been 
gathered in order to view emergent patterns. It is anticipated the survey will be repeated 
annually.  119 surveys were returned, of which 26 were completed in full, with additional 
information provided in a different format to that of the survey by a Glasgow service to take 
Glasgow more fully into consideration. 

 

Profile 

Of the total respondents, the largest proportion was from voluntary organisations (46.9%) 
with a further 26.55 % from Local Authority Housing departments and 8.85% from Housing 
Associations.  (Of those who completed the entire survey, 52% were from voluntary 
organisations, 16% were from Local Authority Housing, and 8% were from Housing 
Associations.) Most of the services were self-described as housing support services, housing 
options and advice, or youth support services. Some were from specialist teams, e.g., 
mediation or leaving care. Other respondents (17%) included tenancy support services, 
supported accommodation providers and homeless services units.  

Geographically, all but three local authority areas (29 of 32) were included (Shetland, 
Orkney, Clackmannanshire), with the largest proportion of responses coming from Glasgow 
(18%), Dundee (11%), and Edinburgh (10%). 

In total, over 5074 contacts approached the respondents’ services during the period 
surveyed:  1674 were men, 2027 were women, the gender of a further 1373 service users 
was not recorded. This equates to an approximate gender split of 55% women to 45% men. 
This roughly conforms to the pattern of gender split for 16-25 years olds shown in the 
Scottish Government Homelessness Statistics since 2004. 

On further analysis, the majority of young people presenting to services were either 
formerly looked after or young parents, with significant numbers of service users described 
as having a mental or physical disability.  Both LGBT ii  (2.7% overall) and BMEiii (5.1% overall) 
young people were also disproportionately represented in the numbers of young people 
homeless or threatened with homelessness compared with the general population. 
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Young men who were formerly looked after (including kinship care, etc.) were the largest 
single group identified with over 425 individuals fitting this category from the data available 
from 29 organisations that responded.  A further 366 young women who were formerly 
looked after (including kinship care, etc.) were also identified. This represents 28% of the 
total number of young people from the responding surveys. An estimate based on available 
data puts the percentage of the Scottish population who have been in care at around or 
under 1.6%iv . Due to the nature of the question format which allows for multiple answers 
(e.g., Formerly Looked After and LGBT), many of the young people could have been included 
in several categories. 

 

Causes  

Substantially, the single largest reported cause of homelessness amongst single people 
under 25 was relationship breakdown with family, friends or partner (47.6% - 1606 
responses out of a total 3369).  Next highest was physical or mental health problems (13.2%) 
and third was abuse or domestic violence (8.1%). Due to the question format, young people 
could have experienced multiple causes.  Although in the survey the primary reason for 
seeking assistance matches that given in the Operation of the Homeless Persons Legislation 
in Scotland: 2011-12v the second largest group identified in the survey results show that 
mental or physical health problems contribute significantly to causing homelessness: this 
isn’t monitored as a cause of homelessness within the Scottish Government statistics, 
although it is counted as one of the “Reasons for failing to maintain accommodation.”  For 
many young people this isn’t applicable as they have not previously maintained a tenancy.  

Drug and alcohol problems (7.1%) and anti-social-behaviour or crime (4.7%) accounted for 
other significant reasons for young people to approach the services surveyed. This is 
significantly lower than in the general homeless population as reflected in most current 
Scottish Government Homelessness Statistics: reasons for failing to maintain 
accommodation (12% and 11% respectively).vi Eviction or threat of eviction (3.9%), rent 
arrears (3.6%) and financial problems caused by benefits reduction (3.5%) also contributed 
to homelessness. Harassment accounted for a further 3.3% of causes of homelessness, with 
overcrowding responsible for 2.6% and end of tenancy 2.1%. 
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Perceptions of how the numbers of young people experiencing these causes of 
homelessness have changed since April 2012 are interesting as they show a very mixed 
picture. Although some people report a reduction in each of the causes, the majority of 
responses show either no change or an increase in causes. Once again, relationship 
breakdown with family, friends or partner tops the scale with 34.6% seeing an increase and 
30.8% seeing no change.  Rent or mortgage arrears shows a similar percentage increase, 
with 33.3% seeing an increase and 25% showing no change, with financial problems caused 
by benefits reduction seeing an increase of 30.4% with 30.4% also showing no change. 

 

Needs 

It is generally accepted that people experiencing homelessness – and young homeless 
people in particular – have a wide range of support needs of varying complexity. Often the 
monitoring tools used to record homelessness are somewhat blunt instruments, recording 
only the most recent event or cause that has led an individual to present as homeless. In 
addition, needs are not static or fixed and can change, diminish or develop as a person 
engages with services or attempts to live independently or can be revealed progressively as 
trust in an individual or service is built up. For the purposes of this report, complexity can 
relate to either the intensity of needs or the multiplicity of needs of the young person. 
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When it comes to perceptions of change in the complexity of the needs of homeless people 
presenting as homeless no service saw a decrease in complexity, whereas 48.3% saw an 
increase and 24.1% saw no change in complexity. 

 

 

  Some respondents added further comments: 

 “Feel the complexity is similar now to April 2012, however, a marked increase in 
young females using the service” 

“Legislation regarding benefits and the closing structure is having a huge impact on 
families. This is forcing young people to be put out of their homes sooner and for 
their relationships with parents/caregivers to break down sooner” 

“Complete breakdown of family relationships therefore little or no support network; 
vastly increased drug and alcohol misuse, recently a large increase in benefit 
problems such as stopping for not keeping an appointment at the JobCentre” 

 “There appear to be more individuals returning to family homes or who have regular 
contact with family – mediation may be beneficial PRIOR to accommodating in 
homeless accommodation” 
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That complexity is seen as staying the same or increasing can be seen to have consequences 
for homelessness prevention services: increased pressure on drug and alcohol services, 
increasing demand for support with benefits and larger number of people accessing 
mediation could lead to services becoming rationed or only accessed when certain trigger 
points are reached. It also suggests that preventative services are either not available (for 
example, due to being the early stages of development) targeting the wrong groups, not 
effective, or not being utilised at the most critical times.  

 

Rough sleeping 

Rough sleeping is not considered to be a significant problem amongst young people in 
Scotland. Concerted efforts have been made in the past ten years to ensure that no-one in 
Scotland should be required to sleep rough. Supported by the Homelessness etc. (Scotland) 
Act 2003 and the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, rights to accommodation are arguably the 
strongest in Europe. Nonetheless, the survey showed that around 150 individuals had slept 
rough, and that a further 700 had been sofa-surfing/staying with friends/other family 
immediately before approaching a support service. From a survey size of 2549vii, this 
represents 6% and 27% percent of those reflected in the responses respectively- far higher 
than the percentages recorded in the “Previous Housing Circumstances of Applicant”viii  One 
reason for this could be due to young people under-reporting instances of sofa 
surfing/rough sleeping to housing officers compared with what they disclose to other 
support workers of other services. Also, the periods of rough-sleeping or sofa-surfing might 
not have immediately preceded a homelessness presentation – however, this is not easily 
captured as part of the HL1ix which asks for the previous night’s circumstances.    

When it comes to duration of rough sleeping, of those who gave an answer, the greatest 
proportion had slept rough for 1-2 nights (19%), with a slightly smaller proportion having 
slept rough for 3-7 nights (13%) and 4% having slept rough for up to month. A surprisingly 
high proportion had slept rough for more than 28 nights (8%). Duration of sofa-surfing etc. 
reverses the proportions: 8% 1-2 Nights, 12.6% 3-7 nights, 17.9% up to a month and 36.7% 
for more than 28 nights.  

Periods of rough sleeping were reported to occur more commonly among those aged 20-24, 
whereas young people aged between 16 and 19 were more likely to have been sofa surfing, 
although it occurs with similar frequency across all age groups. 
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This evidence suggests that not only is rough sleeping amongst young people higher and for 
longer than current data collection through the HL1 would suggest but that sofa surfing is 
also greatly under-reported by young people. It also suggests that sofa-surfing can lead to 
rough sleeping as young people’s options of alternative places to stay is exhausted over 
time.  Many young people when questioned do not view sofa-surfing or staying away from 
home with friends or other family as being homeless - for many young people only 
rooflessness counts as “real” homelessness.  

 

Prevention 

Prevention of homelessness has been a significant factor in housing and homelessness 
practice over the past few years.  Prevention initiatives can vary widely, but the survey 
focused on four main areas: education work in schools; children’s services and housing 
articulation where there are clear trigger factors indicating that homeless is a possibility 
aged 16/17; mediation, and partnership working with criminal justice.  

Leaving home and housing education work in schools has been developed in Scotland since 
around 1999, with Shelter Scotlandx providing resources and campaigning materials around 
homelessness as a general social issue and Homeless Action Scotland (formerly Scottish 
Council for Single Homeless)xi providing resources for preparation for independent living, 
raising awareness of housing options, housing rights and the realities of leaving home. Local 
services also often deliver focused education sessions/peer education to schools. Specialist 
mediation services focused on young people have not been around for quite so longxii, but 
have made a significant impact in short space of time, with Edinburgh Cyrenians Amber 
Mediation Project cited as a good practice example in the 2009 Statutory Guidance for Local 
Authorities on Preventing Homelessnessxiii. When it comes to recognising homelessness 
triggers and working interdepartmentally to prevent homelessness, the Statutory Guidance 
for Local Authorities on Preventing Homelessness 2009 also recommends joint working 
where possible. The 2011 Christie Reportxiv considers closer working of departments and 
agencies- within and across local authority boundaries - as being of vital importance for the 
better delivery of public sector services. For young people, this cross-sector work is also 
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reflected in the principles of Getting It Right for Every Childxv. These kinds of approaches can 
be seen to be ones that are “policy rich environments” however that does not always 
translate into practice. 

From the 29 services that responded to the question regarding prevention initiatives in their 
area, 82.8% were aware of education work in schools or other youth provision being 
provided in their area with 69% having access to a mediation service to support their work. 
65.5 % worked in partnership with police/criminal justice initiatives, however only 48.3% 
worked with children’s services and housing to target young people under 16 and their 
families where there are clear trigger factors indicating homelessness is a possibility aged 
16/17.  Some services noted that they have formal and informal protocols in place to 
support young people in times of crisis, others work on more of an ad hoc basis.  

 

When questioned as to the availability of assessment and prevention services for young 
people since April 2012 the picture is mixed. Of the 29 services who responded, 28.6% saw 
an increase in local authority services for young people since April 2012 and a 21.4% 
increase in voluntary sector services for the same period, however, 10.8% saw a decrease in 
local authority services and 7.14% a decrease in voluntary sector services (the rest either 
didn’t know or saw no change).  This supports the anecdotal evidence that prevention 
services in particular are “patchy” across Scotland with only some major cities able to 
provide a wide range of services, not all.  
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Housing and homelessness services have not been immune to the effects of austerity. When 
asked to provide further comments, several people mentioned “cutbacks,” services being 
“re-organised” and of increased pressures on services as affecting their outcomes: 

“We have shared rooms and in the past times our accommodation would be offered 
at the end of the list of providers. At certain points in the year our numbers would 
drop dramatically, however during the last 12 months we have been full all year 
round and unable to accept referrals” 

“Local Authority previously used out of hours service – the only recent change is the 
use of supported accommodation in out of hours. The local Housing Strategy 
identifies that preventative measures have increased however I do not feel this is 
evident as I am not aware of anyone who has tried mediation prior to being sent to 
homeless accommodation” 

“Local authority has been under pressure financially but has managed to maintain 
services without being able to increase. Voluntary sector have lost many services 
across all areas of work, drugs, housing mental health, etc” 

Over all, there is a sense that services acknowledge that they are currently under a great 
deal of pressure to deliver the best outcomes possible for the young people who use them, 
while at the same time expressing a wariness and pessimism about how services can be 
sustained, or grow to meet demand.  

Very few services could quantify how many homeless presentations by young people under 
25 had been prevented: only 17 services responded. Of those, 212 16/17 year olds were 
reported to have been prevented from presenting as homeless, along with 290 18-24 year 
olds. It is likely that more young people were prevented from presenting (or re-presenting) 
as homeless than are reflected in the survey, however systems for recording prevention 
outcomes are not always as robust or flexible as might be necessary in order to capture this 
information. In addition, not all young people want to be “followed up” once their 
engagement with a service is over -particularly if that follow up is seen to be for statistical 
purposes only. If services are to report impact of prevention work, this is an area that needs 
significant development, both in terms of what constitutes “homelessness prevention” and 
how it should be recorded.xvi 

The outcomes themselves show that not many of the young people included in the survey 
enter a new private tenancy. This is particularly notable as due to a range of factors - 
including changes to housing benefits, the lack of affordable housing, the housing market 
crash, etc.  [for a more detailed outline and explanation, see the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation report: Housing Options and Solutions for Young People In 2020xvii] privately 
rented housing is seen (by the UK government at least) as the most available and flexible 
option available to young people. This does not necessarily correspond with the housing 
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needs of young people, or the housing availability in some areas of Scotland where there is 
not an established, flexible and affordable private rented sector. 

From the 14 services that responded to the question enquiring about prevention outcomes, 
only 20 out of 407 young people accounted for in the survey (5%) entered a new private 
tenancy. This compares with 17% who entered a social tenancy. A further 19.4% moved into 
temporary accommodation without support and 11% to longer stay supported 
accommodation within the social rented sector.  Other outcomes recorded showed that 
47.5% of young people either returned to the family home or moved in with relatives or 
friends (34% and 17% respectively).  These outcomes - particularly the return home/move in 
with relatives or friends – could be due to a number of factors, however it would seem likely 
that the increasing availability and use of mediation alongside a difficulty in accessing 
private rented accommodation/lack of available social tenancies could account for the 
relatively high proportion of young people returning home or staying with other 
family/friends. The survey results also suggest that in Scotland young people’s housing 
expectations still tend towards a preference for the social rented sector. 

When it comes to perceptions of what works best to prevent and relieve youth 
homelessness since April 2012 and what needs improvement, the majority of responses 
were focused on four main areas: greater access to information services, more education in 
schools, better joined up working and better access to mediation.  Of these, family support 
and mediation were most frequently mentioned as being successful with education work in 
schools also noted:  

“Education in schools is working [but] more funding [is needed] to continue and 
expand the work we do in schools” 

“Our […] service has worked well from a ‘front desk’ perspective but however it has 
only recently started working with schools and this needs further development” 

However several responses also pointed out that not all young people have family support, 
particularly young people who have previously been looked after. This response summarised 
several: 

“ Care leavers in [specific local authority area] still have to present as homeless to 
access accommodation - the very few who are fortunate enough to remain in care 
long enough to successfully bid for a mainstream tenancy are the exception rather 
than the rule, maybe 6 a year and they all tend to be older (18 plus) we need 
mediation services, homeless young people are currently placed in one of the two 
homeless hostels but the only move on from then is a mainstream tenancy - the 
hostels do very basic assessment based on payment of service charges, cooking 
cleaning etc but if the young person is still 17 when these assessments are complete 
the only option is a mainstream tenancy which invariably fails because of age, 
loneliness, isolation, insufficient income, no furniture, etc., etc..” 
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As noted in an earlier survey question, young people who have previously been looked after 
are more likely to become homeless compared to young people who have not been looked 
after. Further, there is an increased likelihood that they will have complex needs, little or no 
family support, and low educational attainment, leading to poorer chances at further 
education, training or employment in later life. xviii This should make them a priority when it 
comes to preventing homelessness and yet this is not always the case, with formerly looked 
after young people “mainstreamed” through housing and homelessness services. 

The supply of suitable housing is not evenly distributed across Scotland. Most properties 
within the social sector in Scotland are of two to three bedrooms, with the supply of socially 
rented stock declining year on yearxix.  In many cases the under occupancy rules and other 
changes regarding housing benefit have made finding suitable homes for young people 
considerably harder, particularly as housing needs assessments through housing options are 
required to take into consideration the affordability of any property offered.  That not all 
areas have access to housing (often due to lack of stock or lack of stock of a suitable size) 
was also mentioned in the survey, along with other structural issues: 

 “An increase in the availability of temporary housing and permanent one bedroom 
tenancies is required in this rural area.” 

 “The area which needs improvement is access to private rented accommodation. 
This problem has been exacerbated by the Single Room Rent Restriction for Local 
Housing Allowance.” 

Over all, responses were far more easily able to identify where services were absent or 
needed improvement than where there had been successes.  

 

Accommodation 

Emergency accommodation is a form of temporary accommodation that is not intended for 
longer stays, but prevents rooflessness. In Scotland the main form of emergency 
accommodation tends to be in specialist accommodation units, however different areas 
describe their facilities in different ways.  

When asked what suitable emergency accommodation young peoplexx could access in your 
areaxxi, from the 25 services that responded, 15 had access to short stay supported 
accommodation, 2 had access to Nightstopxxii, a further 2 had crash pad beds available and 
16 had “other” short stay accommodation, including special hostels for young people for 
short/medium stays for those with low/medium support needs.  Of the “other” forms of 
accommodation available, 6 survey responses mentioned use of B&B specifically, with one 
respondent stating that no suitable emergency accommodation for young people was 
available in their area. Other responses included church winter night shelters, and 
mainstream accommodation sourced from the local authority homelessness team.  
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Arguably, these categories of accommodation are not suitable forms of emergency 
accommodation for young people. 

The picture of provision of emergency accommodation is one of very little change: 

 

Only 1 service saw an increase in crash pad beds, 2 each saw an increase in assessment 
centre/short stay accommodation and B&Bs, and 3 services saw an increase in “other” short 
stay accommodation, whereas 2 services saw a decrease in crash pad beds, 3 in Nightstop 
and 4 in short stay supported accommodation and 1 “other” short stay accommodation with 
7 showing a decrease in the use of B&Bs. 18 services either didn’t know or saw no change to 
crash pad beds, similarly 18 services either didn’t know or saw no change to Nightstop, 19 to 
assessment centres/short stay supported accommodation, 16 B&B, and 20 other short stay 
accommodation. Some of these changes were for positive reasons: 

“Council policy is to no longer use B&B“ 

“We have recently created a crash pad for young people who choose to link with our 
mediation service” 

“New facilities purpose built four flats for use” 

“Council have stopped using B&B are utilising temporary furnished tenancies” 

This was not the case for all, however: 
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“There are no night shelters or stop overs in [local authority area] anymore” 

“Council have reduced the number of facilities they provide” 

“…Churches in our area reported an increase in young people looking to them for 
help” 

Over all, suitable emergency provision for young people is unevenly distributed across the 
country, with no clear consensus as to what “suitable” accommodation is. 

The use of B&Bs is a particular concern. The Code of Guidance on Homelessness makes it 
clear that, “It is essential that local authorities explore all alternatives to bed and breakfast 
hotels or other similar establishments, and use them only as a last resort.”xxiii  Increasingly 
local authorities are under greater pressure to avoid using B&Bs due to more straitened 
economic circumstances. The use of B&Bs for young people is a particularly challenging 
matter, notably for those young people who might be considered vulnerable due to age etc., 
or for any young person who might require support. When asked about use of B&Bs to 
accommodate young people, 75% of respondents to the survey used B&Bs at some point – 
21.4% using them regularly. Only 14.3% never used B&Bs. 

 

However, when asked for any additional comments, most respondents indicated that the use 
of B&Bs was declining in their area or was a housing option of last resort. One commenter 
noted; 

 “Homeless Support has been cut drastically because of cutting of funding therefore 
B&Bs are the next stop.” 

 No comments indicated B&Bs were the first choice solution for temporarily housing a young 
person. 
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Responses to a question about changes to longer term supported housing options showed a 
cautious growth in supported lodgings (14.8%) and self-contained units with low or no 
support (20%), with only the availability of hostels/foyers dropping significantly (11.5%). 

 

Most services surveyed reported no change to the housing options available to young 
people, or did not know if the services in their area had changed/were available. Again, 
some areas (predominantly but not exclusively larger cities) had a wide range of services and 
housing options available to young people whereas others (predominantly but not 
exclusively mixed/rural) had a more narrow array of options.xxiv 
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Moving on 

When asked about the range of options to assist young people with moving on, again, the 
picture shows patchy provision:

 

The majority of responses either did not have or did not know about any cashless bond or 
rent deposit schemes available to young people; shared accommodation options for young 
people (either through RSLs or private landlords); nor a social lettings agencyxxv which can 
assist young people to find accommodation. The only question that received a majority 
positive answer was, “do you have private sector landlords willing to consider young 
people?” 

Considering the types of housing young people moved on to, the largest proportion (557 out 
of 1468 young people/ 37.9%) moved into social housing. Only 6.8% moved into their own 
private tenancy and only 0.75% moved in to shared private accommodation. The majority of 
young people included in the survey response (54.4%) had not moved on at the point of 
being considered in the survey.  

Looking at more strategic approaches to the housing needs of young people, when asked 
“How does your local housing and/or allocation strategy take the needs of young single 
people into account?” opinions were strongly polarised: although the vast majority of those 
who responded to the question were clear that young people’s needs were taken into 
consideration - with several responses detailing their approaches, e.g.; 
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“Youth Housing group is a sub group of housing strategy group and feeds in progress 
and identifies gaps in provision and solutions. Homeless young people and those 
previously looked after are prioritised. Protocol agreements in place to deliver 
housing option service for young people on behalf of LA. Protocol in place with RSL to 
house young people. Contract to deliver ongoing support in tenancies.” 

“Local authority completed a 'Review' of all supported accommodation in the area in 
August 2012. This included seeking feedback from professionals and Service Users 
about what accommodation styles would be best. (Hostel style accommodations 
where 15 young people are sharing can often cause more conflict than positive 
outcomes). We are still awaiting the outcome of this review due to changes in 
roles/new employees etc.”  

 …A quarter of responses were equally clear that young people’s needs were not 
differentiated. In several cases this was seen as a positive thing and reflected a wider, needs-
based housing options and allocations policy: 

“Young people are treated no differently within the [local authority area] allocations 
policy where housing allocation is based on need, suitability of property and if 
required support in place available to assist young people to sustain a tenancy” 

For others it was seen as an area where consideration for young people’s needs was absent 
with at least two responses mentioning specific obstacles to housing young people brought 
about by the changes due to welfare reform: 

“The opportunity for young people to go into a single tenancy has been almost 
stopped by Housing Benefit restructuring. Young people will now have to go into 
shared accommodation until they reach a certain age. This is not taking the young 
peoples' needs into consideration, but taking money into consideration only.” 

“Rents being cut through single room rates stopped anyone assisting with rent for 
private landlords as they cannot afford to stay there.” 

Where young people’s needs weren’t considered specifically, it was generally seen as being 
to the detriment of the young people unless individual needs had been taken into 
consideration as part of a wider housing options approach.   

 

Welfare reform 

The impact - or potential impact - of welfare reform is one that reoccurs throughout the 
survey responses. When specifically asked about changes to Housing Benefit and the impact 
it has had on young people’s ability to access the private rented sector, overwhelmingly the 
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responses show the impacts of welfare reform are seen as negative or uncertain: 

 

The greatest impacts are seen to be from the extension of the Shared Accommodation Rate 
and the capping of housing benefit at the bottom 30th percentile of local rents, with very few 
considering the increase to non dependent deductions as having a significant impact on 
young people (although 75% of survey responses did not know what effect it might have).  

“We would encourage young people to source accommodation via housing 
associations rather than private rented accommodation” 

“The private rented sector is becoming increasingly unaffordable for anyone under 
35. We are rarely able to house people in the private rented sector now.” 

“Young people are more likely to share now, because of Housing Benefit rates.” 

“Affordability has put an onus on young people having to share private sector 
housing” 

“Vast majority of those using our service do not access private landlords due to 
increased cost and limited benefits.” 

“The biggest impact has been extending the single room rate.” 
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“Our ability to provide affordable temporary accommodation for young single people 
will be a major challenge due to welfare reform changes which will affect temporary 
accommodation that is not supported accommodation” 

“being advised by council to find a friend to share with to afford rent payments.” 

“This will all impact on the young people we work with.” 

Although most of the written responses mention an increase in pressure to share, this is not 
yet reflected in other question responsesxxvi where less than one percent of young people 
moved on to sharing in the private sector and only 5 respondents had developed shared 
accommodation options for young people. This is likely to be a significant challenge as the 
effects of the welfare reforms are felt more widely and indeed are likely to worsen should 
the proposed restriction on housing benefits for under 25s be adopted. 

Although asked as a separate question, “how many of the young people accessing your 
service are currently in education, employment or training?” accessing  training, education 
and employment was also seen as being affected by the social security system. 

 

 

While some services reported very high employment/training levels for their service users, 
others found the system for funding young people in temporary and/or supported 
accommodation to be restricting or prohibitive: 

“The rent cost in supported accommodation has proven to be a massive barrier for 
young people getting into work and education” 
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“No incentives to be in education or employment due to housing benefit restrictions -  
if not in receipt of housing benefit then individuals must pay around £650 per month 
to live in supported accommodation. They will also not be entitled to a Community 
Care Grant if not receiving Jobseekers - this is often essential for someone setting up 
a tenancy particularly if they do not have family or friends to ‘help out’” 

“We have a few spaces allocated for students and workers. We take a hit on rent 
payments to help these individuals move on” 

Even where employed, young people generally are most likely to be in low status, low paid 
jobs with limited job security and are least likely to members of trades unions; young 
homeless people have further barriers to full employment aside from the financial 
implications in that they can be subject to prejudice should they reveal that they are in 
supported or temporary accommodation. 

Several responses to the question “any other comments/information you would like to 
share” also cited the benefits system as being problematic: 

“Young people who are on benefits and have to live on their own struggle with 
benefits and paying council tax then get into arrears when this would benefit them if 
that was paid alongside the rent. More support in their own tenancies would benefit 
also.” 

“I would not consider 35 years of age to be acceptable as a young person. It is not 
likely that a person would stay with their parents until 35. I would say that most 
children have left home and need their own accommodation between the ages of 25-
28” 

“Welfare reform will seriously impact on homelessness. This will increase due to 
evictions for rent arrears.” 

“If the government brings in changes regarding under 25s and housing benefit 
allocation the rate of young people who are rough sleeping or sofa surfing will 
increase. Most homelessness supported accommodation relies on housing benefit in 
order to accommodate most service users therefore they will not be able to provide 
this service to under 25s if they cannot pay. What will happen to them then?” 

Over all, the benefits system is seen to have made things harder for young people in 
Scotland as a result of welfare reform, rather than improved. 
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Conclusions 

• A statistically disproportionate number of young people who have previously been 
looked after; or who have experienced mental or physical ill health; or who are from 
a minority ethnic background; or who identify as LGBT present as homeless before 
the age of 25. 

• Family breakdown accounts for the single largest cause of youth homelessness. 
• The complexity of needs of young people presenting as homeless is perceived by 

services to be increasing. 
• Rough sleeping and sofa-surfing amongst young people is under-reported and for a 

longer duration than captured through current monitoring. 
• Active prevention of homelessness is not equally available across Scotland. 
• Active prevention of homelessness is not effectively measured across Scotland. 
• Not all areas have suitable emergency accommodation for young people. 
• Not all services can identify what accommodation for young people might be defined 

as suitable. 
• B&Bs are still widely used for emergency accommodation for young people. 
• Most areas consider young people’s needs are taken into account through their local 

housing and/or allocation strategies. 
• Move-on options for young people are limited with few social lettings agencies; 

unequal access to/awareness of rent deposit schemes; few shared accommodation 
options for young people across Scotland. 

• The majority of young homeless people encounter significant obstacles to 
employment, training and education. 

• Welfare reform has a strong negative impact on young homeless people, particularly 
in relation to the Shared Accommodation Rate and accessing education and training.  

 

Recommendations 

1. Scottish Government to develop means to record and analyse longer-term underlying 
causes of homelessness as part of a housing options and homelessness prevention 
approach while retaining HL1’s function to record immediate circumstances that lead to 
a homeless presentation. 

2. Carry out research to determine reasons for the apparent increasing complexity of young 
people’s needs when presenting as homeless. 

3. Carry out i) an extensive rough sleeping count across Scotland and 
                 ii) an extensive survey of informal temporary housing arrangements/sofa- 
                     surfing across Scotland. 

4. Map homelessness prevention services across Scotland. 
5. Develop a robust and consistent measurement tool for assessing the effectiveness of 

homelessness prevention. 
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6. Develop further work to look at young people’s longer term outcomes after a mediated 
return home. 

7. Make Leaving Home and Housing Education an integral part of all schools’ curricula 
through the Curriculum for Excellence. 

8. Develop and implement corporate parenting protocols with local authorities to ensure 
care-leavers’ housing pathways never include being made to present as homeless.  

9. Extend the Unsuitable Accommodation Order to include young people in order to end 
the use of B&B. 

10. Ensure young people’s specific housing needs are explicitly included within local housing 
and/or allocations policies. 
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Annex 1  
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
 

About the survey 
 

This survey is designed to take an overview of youth homelessness in Scotland, looking at profile, causes, needs, rough sleeping, 
accommodation, moving on, prevention and welfare reform. 

 
We anticipate that the survey will take 30 minutes or more to complete and we would appreciate as much detail as possible. Equally, if you 
have case studies or other data/examples please contact Nick Harleigh-Bell (Nick@homelessactionscotland.org.uk). 

 
** If you are having difficulties with the survey logging you out/timing out or would prefer a writable pdf of the survey please contact Nick 
Harleigh-Bell to be emailed a copy** 

 

 
We recognise that not all organisations collect the same information in the same way. Where possible, we would appreciate actual data, 
however if not available a good estimate would also be useful. 
Although not advisable, if you cannot complete the survey in one go, you can return to it and complete it later before submission. Once 
submitted however it cannot be revised. 

 
We anticipate repeating this survey annually to discern any changes in youth homelessness from year to year. 

 

About your service 
 

1. Do you work for... 
 

mlj    Local Authority - Housing 
 

mlj    Local Authority - Social Work 
 

mlj    Local Authority - Other 
 

mlj    Voluntary Organisation - Housing 
 

mlj    Voluntary Organisation - Youth 

mlj    Voluntary Organisation - Other 

mlj    Housing Association 

mlj    Health 
 

mlj    Other 
 

If "Other" please specify 
 

2. Please give a short description of the kind of service you provide. 

If you have no objections to being contacted for a follow-up please 
also provide your contact details-including name of organisation. (No 
organisation/individual will be identified in the findings.) 
Service  
Description 

Contact  
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Details 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
3. Where is your service based? 
(If you work in several areas, please tick all that apply) 

 

fec Aberdeen City 
 

fec Aberdeenshire 
 

fec Angus 
 

fec Argyll and Bute 
 

fec Clackmannanshire 
 

fec Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 
 

fec Dumfries and Galloway 
 

fec Dundee City 
 

fec East Ayrshire 
 

fec East Dunbartonshire 
 

fec East Lothian 
 

fec East Renfrewshire 
 

fec Edinburgh City 
 

fec Falkirk 
 

fec Fife 
 

fec Glasgow City 
 

fec Highland 
 

fec Inverclyde 
 

fec Midlothian 
 

fec Moray 
 

fec North Ayrshire 
 

fec North Lanarkshire 
 

fec Orkney 
 

fec Perth and Kinross 
 

fec Renfrewshire 
 

fec Scottish Borders 
 

fec Shetland 
 

fec South Ayrshire 
 

fec South Lanarkshire 
 

fec Stirling 
 

fec West Dunbartonshire 
 

fec West Lothian 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
 

Profile of Service Users 
 
 

4. How many young men and women (under 25) in total have approached your service 
since April 2012? (If possible, please provide separate numbers for men and women). 

 

55 
 

66 
 

5. Of these 
 
 

How many young WOMEN approaching your service were... 
 

LGBT 
 

Black or Minority Ethnic 
 

Mentally or Physically 
Disabled 

Formerly Looked After 
(including fostered, kinship 
care, etc) 

 
Formerly Young Carers 

 
Young Parents 

 
6. & 
How many young MEN approaching your service were... 

 

LGBT 
 

Black and Minority Ethnic 
 

Mentally or Physically 
Disabled 

Formerly Looked After 
(including fostered, kinship 
care, etc) 

 
Formerly Young Carers 

 
Young Parents 

 
 

Causes of Homelessness & Young People's Needs 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
7. What number of young single people under 25 presenting to your service 
experienced the following causes of homelessness since April 2012? 

 
 

Many young people will have experienced multiple causes, please count each and not 
solely the primary cause 

 
 

(Please give exact or estimated numbers) 
Relationship breakdown 
with family, friends, or a 
partner 

 
Abuse or domestic violence 

 
Overcrowded housing 

 
Harassment 

Eviction or threat of 
eviction 

 
Rent or mortgage arrears 

 
End of tenancy 

Financial problems caused 
by benefits reduction 

 
ASB or crime 

 
Drug or alcohol problems 

Mental or physical health 
problems 

 
8. How have the numbers of young people experiencing the following causes of 
homelessness changed since April 2012? 
 Increased Decreased No Change Don't Know 

Relationship breakdown 
with family, friends, or a 
partner 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Abuse or domestic 
violence 

mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Overcrowded housing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Harassment mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Eviction or threat of 
eviction 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Rent or mortgage arrears mlj mlj mlj mlj 

End of tenancy nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Financial problems caused 
by benefits reduction 

mlj mlj mlj mlj 

ASB or crime nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Drug or alcohol problems mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Mental or physical 
problems 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
9. How has the complexity of the needs of young single people presenting as homeless 
changed since April 2012? 

 
mlj 

 
Increased 

 

mlj Decreased 
 

mlj No Change 
 

mlj Don't Know 
 

Please provide details 
 

 
 
 

Rough Sleeping 
 
 

10. How many young single people approaching your service had 
experienced rough sleeping immediately before seeking your assistance? 

 

55 
 

66 
 

11. For how long had those young people slept out? 
Please enter the numbers of young people experiencing the following periods of rough 
sleeping: 

 
1-2 nights 

 
3-7 nights 

 
7-28 nights 

 
More than 28 nights 

 
Don't know/wouldn't say 

 
12. What age group did those young people fall into? 
Please enter the number of recently rough sleeping young people in each category 
below: 

 
Under 16 years old 

 
16-17 years old 

 
18-19 years old 

 
20-21 years old 

 
22-24 years old 

 
 

Sofa Surfing etc 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
13. How many young single people approaching your service had been sofa 
surfing/staying with friends/other family immediately before seeking your assistance? 

55 
 

66 
 

14. For how long had those young people staying somewhere other than their home? 
Please enter the numbers of young people: 

 
1-2 nights 

 
3-7 nights 

 
7-28 nights 

 
More than 28 nights 

 
Don't know/wouldn't say 

 
15. What age group did those young people fall into? 
Please enter the number of recently sofa-surfing young people in each category below: 

 
Under 16 years old 

 
16-17 years old 

 
18-19 years old 

 
20-21 years old 

 
22-24 years old 

 
 

Prevention 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
16. Prevention initiatives in your area... 

Yes No Don't know 
 

Is education work in 
schools or other youth 
provision currently 
delivered in your area? 

Do Children’s Services 
and Housing work together 
to target young people 
under 16 and their 
families where there are 
clear trigger factors 
indicating homelessness is 
a possibility aged 16/17? 

Do you have access to a 
mediation service to 
support your prevention 
work? 

Are you working in 
partnership with the local 
any Police/Criminal 
Justice initiatives? 

 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 
 
 
 
 
mlj mlj mlj 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 
 
 
 
 
mlj mlj mlj 

 
Please provide details 

 
55 

 
66 

 
17. How has the availability of assessment and prevention services for young people 
changed since April 2012? 

 

 Increased Decreased No Change Don't Know 

Local Authority Services nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Voluntary Sector Services 
 
Please explain your answer 

mlj mlj mlj mlj 

55 
 

66 
 

18. How many homeless presentations by young single people in these age categories 
have you managed to prevent since April 2012? 
Under 16 (for example, 
young runaways or care 
leavers who might present 
as homeless on or near 
their 16th birthday) 

 
16-17 years old 

 
18-24 years old 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
19. What number of prevention cases since April 2012 resulted in the following 
outcomes? 

 
Returned to family home 

 
Moved into longer stay 
supported accommodation 

Moved into temporary 
accommodation (no 
support) 

Entered new private 
tenancy 

Moved in with relations or 
friends 

 
Entered new social tenancy 

 
20. What has worked best to prevent and relieve youth homelessness in your area 
since April 2012? What areas are most in need of improvement? 

 

55 
 

66 
 
 

Accommodation 
 
 

21. What suitable emergency accommodation can young people access in your area? 
 

fec Crash pad beds 
 

fec Nightstop 
 

fec Assessment centre/short stay supported accommodation 
 

fec Other short stay accommodation 
 

Other (please specify) 
 
 
 

22. Has the provision of emergency accommodation in your area changed since April 
2012? 

 

 Increased Decreased No Change Don't Know 

Crash pad beds nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Nightstop mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Assessment centre/short 
stay supported 
accommodation 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

B&B mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Other short stay 
accommodation 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

If "Increased" or "Decreased" please explain why 
 

55 
 

66 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
23. Do you - or your local authority - use B&Bs to accommodate young people? 

 

mlj Yes regularly (we usually have some young people in B&Bs) 
 

mlj Yes sometimes 
 

mlj Rarely (it's very unusual but it does happen) 
 

mlj Never 
 

mlj Don't know 
 

Any further comments 
 
 
 

24. Has the availability of these longer term supported housing options changed since 
April 2012? 

 

 Increased Decreased No Change Don't Know 

Hostels/foyers nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Supported lodgings mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Shared housing with 
floating support 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

Self-contained units with 
low or no support 

mlj mlj mlj mlj 

Sharing housing for those 
in education, training or 
employment 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

 
Moving On 

 
 

25. Move on... 
 
 

Do you have a social 
lettings agency which can 
assist young people to 
find accommodation? 

 
Do you have a cashless 
bond scheme or rent 
deposit scheme which 
young people can access? 

Do you have private sector 
landlords willing to 
consider young people as 
tenants? 

Have you developed with 
landlords some shared 
accommodation options 
for young single people? 

 
 
Yes                                                          No                                                    Don't Know 
 
nmlkj                                                           nmlkj                                                           nmlkj 

mlj                                                           mlj                                                           mlj 

nmlkj                                                           nmlkj                                                           nmlkj 

mlj                                                           mlj                                                           mlj 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
26. How many of the young people you work with who have moved into their own 
tenancy/settled accommodation have moved into... 

 
Social Housing 

 
Private Housing (own 
tenancy) 

Private Housing (shared 
accommodation) 

 
Have not moved on 

 
27. How does your local housing and/or allocation strategy take the needs of young 
single people into account? 

 

55 
 

66 
 
 

Welfare Reform 
 
 

28. A number of changes have been made to Housing Benefit recently. 
Have the following changes had an impact on the ability of young people in your area 
to access the private rented sector? 

Yes No Don't Know 
 

Shared Accommodation 
Rate (Single Room Rate) 
extended to everyone 
under 35 

Capping of Housing 
Benefit at the bottom 30th 
percentile of local rents 

Increase to Non 
Dependent Deductions 

 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 
 
 
 
 
mlj mlj mlj 
 
 
 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj 

 
If Yes, please provide details 

 
55 

 
66 
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Youth Homelessness Survey 2013 
29. How many of the young people accessing your service are currently in employment, 
education or training? 

 
mlj 

 
Up to 10 percent 

 
mlj 11-25% 

 
mlj 16-50% 

 
mlj 51-75% 

 

mlj 76-100% 



 

 
Any additional comments 

 
55 

 
66 

 
30. Any other comments/information you would like to share 

 

55 
 
 
 
 

66 

  



 
 

End Notes 

                                                             
i www.homelessactionscotland.org.uk 
 
ii  Office of National Statistics experimental data puts percentage of people across UK, including Scotland, self-identifying 
as LGBT as 1.5%. 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/ethnicity/measuring-sexual-identity---evaluation-report/2010/sexual-identity.pdf 
 
iii Currently held data on ethnicity monitoring in Scotland puts the percentage of minority ethnic population in Scotland 
at 2% 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Equality/Equalities/DataGrid/Ethnicity/EthPopMig 
 
iv  No statistics are held on total number of formerly looked after people within the Scottish population, however a good 
estimate can be gained by extrapolating from the percentage of total children in care each year. 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Children/PubChildrenSocialWork/ChildrensSocialWorkStatistics201
1-12AdditionalTabl 
 
v http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/0 
 
vi http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/19 
 
vii  From the 26 surveys that answered Q10, the total number of individuals represented equalled 2549.  Even if all survey 
responses were included (5074), the percentages would still be higher those represented in the Homelessness Statistics, 
at 3% rough sleeping and 13.8% sofa surfing.  
 
viii http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/13 
 
ix HL1 is the standard data collection tool for use in statutory reporting by local authorities of homelessness in Scotland 
 
x http://scotland.shelter.org.uk/professional_resources/teachers 
 
xi http://www.leavinghome.info/ 
 
xii  For example, Edinburgh Cyrenians Amber Mediation Project was set up in May 2006 and has developed a national 
exemplar programme for approached to mediation. 
 
xiii http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/06/08140713/14 
 
xiv http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/06/27154527/0 
 
xv http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Young-People/gettingitright 
 
xvi The Scottish Government are developing a PREVENT1 recording tool, following the description of prevention measures 
outlined in the Statutory Guidance on Prevention of Homelessness 2009, with input from the Housing Options Hubs and 
the Scottish Government Homelessness Statistics User Group, however some prevention actions are still likely to be 
missed from the tool. 
 
xvii http://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/young-people-housing-options-full_0.pdf 
 
xviii   “We Can and Must Do Better Educational Outcomes for Looked After Children and Young People” – Ministerial  
Working Group Report (January 2007) http://scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/01/15084446/0 
 
xix  Housing statistics for Scotland 2012: Key Trends Summary 2011-12 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/08/2103/0 
 
xx  The 25 services saw over 3336 young people 
 
xxi  Responses to this question came from a range of areas:  Aberdeen City,  Angus, Argyll & Bute, Dundee City, East 
Dunbartonshire, East Lothian, Edinburgh, Falkirk, Fife, Glasgow, Moray, Perth & Kinross, Renfrewshire, Scottish Borders, 
South Lanarkshire 
 

http://www.homelessactionscotland.org.uk/
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/ethnicity/measuring-sexual-identity---evaluation-report/2010/sexual-identity.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Equality/Equalities/DataGrid/Ethnicity/EthPopMig
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Children/PubChildrenSocialWork/ChildrensSocialWorkStatistics2011-12AdditionalTabl
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Children/PubChildrenSocialWork/ChildrensSocialWorkStatistics2011-12AdditionalTabl
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/0
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/19
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/06/9193/13
http://scotland.shelter.org.uk/professional_resources/teachers
http://www.leavinghome.info/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/06/08140713/14
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/06/27154527/0
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Young-People/gettingitright
http://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/young-people-housing-options-full_0.pdf
http://scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/01/15084446/0
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2012/08/2103/0


 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
xxii Nightstop is a specific type of short stay emergency accommodation,  primarily run through DepaulUK (although 
South Ayrshire runs a Nightstop independently along Depaul guidelines) which places young people into volunteer 
family homes for extremely short stays.  
 
xxiii http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2005/05/31133334/33465 
 
xxiv  Responses to this question came from a range of areas: Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire, Angus, Argyll & Bute, Dundee 
City, East Dunbartonshire, East Lothian, Edinburgh, Falkirk, Fife, Glasgow , Moray, Perth & Kinross, Renfrewshire, Scottish 
Borders and South Lanarkshire  
 
xxv  A social lettings agency is usually a local authority run or commissioned service that acts as a managing agent for 
private sector landlords, similar to many ‘high-street’ letting agencies in order to improve ease of access to the private 
rented sector. 
 
xxvi Questions 25 & 26 (see Annex 1) 
 
 
 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2005/05/31133334/33465



